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The canoe is an excellent example of an ocean going out-rigger sailing canoe 
traditionally used in the central Caroline Islands. The design, materials and 
construction methods have remained virtually unchanged for hundreds of years. 
The canoe has an overall length of 26' with a beam of 36". It is constructed 
of native materials from the Island of Puluwat (coconut, pandanus, breadfruit)

The canoe has four principal components; Hull, out-rigger, lee platform and rigging.

The hull is Asymmetric, narrow and deep and is V shaped on a cross section. The 
keel is shaped from a single breadfruit log and the hull is farmed of precut and 
fitted breadfruit planks lashed together with coconut rope. The hull planks are 
caulked with coconut fiber and made waterproof with sticky breadfruit sap. The 
hull is painted black with red trim.

The out-rigger assembly is built around two heavy timber beams which arch up out 
of the hull and then curve down to the float. The booms are curved upwards to 
avoid contact with waves. The flQat is a solid carved piece of breadfruit wood 
securely lashed with booms forming a large work and storage area. This also adds 
to the structural strength of the canoe's hull.

Opposite the out-rigger is the lee platform. It rests upon two heavy timbers and 
forms a raised bench. The bench is reserved for the navigator. Two other benches 
at right angles to the navigator's are formed of boards extending across the hull. 
Together these three benches comprise the cockpit in the center of the canoe.

The rigging is unique. Since the.out-rigger is-, always- kept to windward the canoe 
cannot tack in the manner of western sailing craft. When tacking the mast and 
rigging must be changed from, one end of, the canoe to the other(the stern becomes 
the bow and vice versa) In order to accomplish this the canoe has no standing 
rigging. The cloth sail* is tied to the yard along its upper front edge(the yard 
is nearly vertical and fits into a socket in the bow) and along the lower edge to 
a boom, which curves upwards. The sail, yard and boom are suspended from a 25' 
mast that is secured in the center of the canoe. Coconut fiber rope of varying 
diameter is used in all running rigging. This rig is designed to be picked up and 
physically moved from one end of the canoe to the other when tacking.

*Cloth sails have replaced the traditional woven pandanus sails in the last 20 
years.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The sailing caMae in several atolls of the central Carolines remains the single 
most important element in the life of the islanders.

In days before western contact, the skills of canoe building, sailing and navigation 
were common throughout Micronesia. It was the only means of transportation, com 
munication and trade that existed between the small scattered islands. The craft 
were also used for fishing and played an important part in local warfare.

The canoe was a symbol of wealth, importance, power, knowledge and self-esteem 
among the islanders. Navigators were afforded the highest status in island society, 
canoe builders were second( this h-ierarchyis .still maintained in islands that 
still use canoes)

Csnoe building and navigational skills were(and are) closely guarded secrets passed 
down from father to son and surrounded by superstition^ taboos and magic. 
Navigational skills depended totally upon the physical senses and master navigators 
were ultimately familiar with all physical components of their ocean environment.

The basic design of the canoe has changed little in hundreds of years. Micronesian 
sailing canoes were superior to any in Oceania because of two design features. 
The flexable running rigging and the double bowed design allowed the sailors to 
keep the out-rigger to windward regardless of tack. The addition of the lee 
platform increased both stability and allowed for a much greater cargo capacity 
for trading. Because of these two features the Micronesian canoe was much more 
adapted to the long ocean voyages.

Although the basic components of the canoe remained the same, performance im 
provements, especially in hull shaping was a continious project. New designs 
were checked for improved performance by constructing models.

As contact with western technology increases the skills associated with the sail 
ing canoes has diminished greatly. Today only a handfull of isolated islands in 
Yap and Truk still carry on the tradition. Although the sailing canoe is still 
very important in the lives of the people of Puluwat, it is not hard to imagine 
that sometime in the not so distant future this tradition will disappear completely. 
Canoes are constructed of local materials and require constant protection and 
upkeep. Left unattended they quickly rot. It seems wise to aquire and protect

such a craft while there is an opportunity to do so,

This canoe has particular significance as it was originally donated by the 
Island of Puluwat to participate in Operation Sail during the U.S. Bicentennial 
celebrations. Because of transportation problems the canoe never reached the 
States.
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Significance continued.

Although the canoe is less than fifty years old it can be argued that it possesses 
both historic significance and integrity.

Russell A. Apple and Jerry L. Rogers in their article entitled "Historical 
Integrity in the Pacific Island Context" state that when evaluating integrity 
of Pacific properties "the professional must take into account the fragility 
of the building materials used by the tropical peoples, and the transitory 
nature of buildings constructed thereof."

Because of the rapid deterioration of materials there are no canoes in use in 
Micronesia that are more than 20 years old. The Puluwatans still depend on the 
canoes for transportation, fishing and trade. A Canoe is used until age lowers 
its performance to an unexceptable level and then it is replaced.

Apple and Rogers argue that'"... integrity must be construed to include recent 
alterations and even construction of replicas. The traditional style buildings 
that remain subject to the rapid bio-degradation processes of the tropical 
jungle environment are all significant."

The canoe is just one representative in a continous and traditional build, use, 
and replace cycle that has operated for hundreds of years. Although less than 
fifty years old it possesses both historic significance and integrity.


